U2	THIRD    PARTY    INSURANCE
DOMESTIC APPLIANCE MANUFACTURERS
There is an increasing tendency for such manufacturers to seek
cover in respect of their liability for accidents arising out of de-
fects or alleged defects in their products. The frequency with
which claims arise out of the use or misuse of electrical equip-
ment used in the home emphasises the need for such indemnities.
Indemnities fall naturally into two classes, those in respect
of manually-operated equipment and those for machines needing
electric power, such as electric washing machines, refrigerators
and water heaters. The mere fact that electricity is used, often
in close proximity to water, involves a particular risk of accident
through defects in the apparatus or cable connections. Such
accidents may often be caused by wear and tear, but claims
have, nevertheless, to be dealt with, each of which involves the
insurer in expense, although in fact no compensation may be
paid.
DROVERS
Drovers' proposals are made by reason of the risks inseparable
from the driving of sheep and cattle along public highways*
The neighbourhood in which drovers operate affects the risk,
and premiums are charged on a per capita basis, varying with
the limit of indemnity selected. Such indemnities are freely
provided in connection with Farmers' Indemnities (see p. 177),
DYERS AND CLEANERS
Tibe risk at receiving depdts is usually slight, except perhaps
where cleaning is undertaken by mechanical devices in shop
windows. In that event, fire and explosion risks similar to those
at factory premises where dyeing and cleaning are undertaken
may arise. There are fire and explosion risks attaching to the
use of spirits for cleaning.
Occasionally, requests are received to extend policies to apply
to the insured's legal liability for loss of or damage to customers'
property while in the custody of the insured. Liability for fire
damage is generally covered under a fire policy, but the liability
for loss from other causes, especially where limited by special
contract, is sometimes covered under third party policies, e&-
dudiftg the risk of damage through the treatment of the pro-
perty.
ELECTRONIC, RADIO AND TELEVISION FACTORIES
Tht public liability risk is the normal one for a factory, apart
from products liability which is dealt with in Chapter IX.

